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Transcontextuality
I am giving up on interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, and even metadisciplinarity. The world is not made of disciplines. I still hold the work of
my academic colleagues in high esteem, but I no longer place the academy
at the center of the solar system of knowledge. I now see the academic
contribution to learning as one aspect of knowledge—amongst many. Life
is not divisible into the departments of a university, nor is our understanding
of life greatly increased by standard research practices, which tend to pull
their ‘subject’ matter out of the larger contexts they exist in, to facilitate
focused study. The studied subjects never get put back into their
relationships, and the contexts never seem to be describable in the data.
There was a time when I would have said that the context is what is
missing in our current research practices. I might have said that we have a
methodology in academic and scientific research that allows for an
imbalanced attention to ‘things,’ rather than their contextual relationships.
But I have come realize that even context is not enough. Living systems
especially require more than one context of study if we’re to get a grasp of
their vitality.
Transcontextual description as a starting place opens the possibilities
of better understanding the interdependency that characterizes living (and
arguably many non-living) systems. With a transcontextual lens I find
interfaces of mutual learning. This lens opens up entirely new dimensions
of information where the data has otherwise been flattened into a single
plane or a single context. I also find that the multiplicity of the descriptive
process demands that I never lose sight of the many perspectives that are
integrating. There is no lack of rigor in this research. It is not to be done
alone; a multi-headed research group is needed.
If we look at a medical or educational institution, for example, and
begin to describe it in terms of it transcontextuality, we will see that both
exist in contexts of family wellbeing; both exist within the context of
societal robustness; the economics of both medicine and education share
contextual languages of research from public and private funding; both are
contextually bound to their respective history and to the development of
their field; and both exist within contexts that share cultural understanding
of authority. These shared contexts will provide us with linkings to wider
descriptions of these institutions. The contextual descriptions observed
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offer new perspectives on how the interdependency is interweaving
between them.
The transcontextual lens also demands the zoom-in. The contextual
interfaces shared by a family might include cultural trends like technology
and music, school culture, the historical perspective of their parents, a
context of social expectation within their demographic of friends and
family, as well as the children’s personal contextual perspectives, their
health, their hygene, their talents, and their history within the family. The
parents will have other contexts, such as their professional lives, their own
experience as children, their financial position, their cultural context in
time, their home food culture, their relationship with each other. And,
again, each parent will have their own contextual frames, including their
physical health, their friendships, their history, their language, their
relationship to nature, and so on.
All of these contexts, shared and otherwise, come together to form
the ‘causalities’ of the family. They integrate into the aesthetic of the family
communication culture. Each context is a door into the many informing
processes that culminate in the ongoing interdependency of family. ( I have
only named a few contexts to make a point; in any family there will be
more, and perhaps more important, contexts—ones that I have not
mentioned.)
In interaction with a complex system, like an institution, or a family
or a forest, familiarity with the transcontextual interdependency requires
humility and in return offers insight.
A forest is a world of insects, of microbacteria, of flora, and fauna,
with weather patterns, and interactions with human contexts of industry
or conservation. The forest is not fragmenting these contextual processes,
but is them. An understanding of the interaction between these contexts
is an understanding of the forest itself.
A transcontextuality lens offers productive observational advantages
over the singular contextual model, and certainly over the disciplinary
model. But what about being alive? Isn’t that by definition a
transcontextual process? And, if the transcontextualiy is mutually
informing and forming, where is agency in transcontextual causality? This
is a question that I am puzzling with. Through the construct of seeing the
world as ‘things’ it is possible to separate the livingness of life forms that
share contexts. In that separation, agency is assignable. But, when the larger
intertwined contexts are in focus, agency is diffused. The influences they
share are not separable. The vitality is inclusive in the contextual relations.
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I am hoping for an increasing familiarity with this vocabulary and a
mandate for this kind of information and “warm data”—data within its
many contextual relationships. Without it there are blind spots, denials,
numbnesses that hinder the development of sensitivity to so much
information. Without this information, mistakes get made, simplifications
abound, and a bland flatness encompasses our inquiry. With a
transcontextual approach the inquiry is still not easy, but it’s enriched with
perspective and diverse knowledge. There is toxicity in the flat numbness
of singular study; the blending of contexts is where the study becomes
alive.
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